
Real Innovation for Live Sound
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PATENT PENDING



If you are reading this, we wanted to thank you for having already signed the NDA.

This is a confidential time-sensitive investors deck for a revolutionary new iOS and Android 
app specifically designed for the live event – concert, festival, sporting, lecture, theater – 

basically any entertainment or performance event whether local or global.  
For the purpose of clarity, this deck will highlight the live music event.

This is the solution to inaudible.  

This is VIP SOUND.
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Undoubtedly we are in the midst of a sound revolution, predicated by the convergence of music, 
technology and the quest for the ultimate in aural experience. Across all mediums, we demand quality 
and clarity. It is now essential for sound level safety and personal sound experience.  Look no further 
than personal headphones for immediate proof; sales are at an all time high with the visibility of premium 
headphones as the ubiquitous accessory for listening to music. 

But live music, the zenith of any artist’s modus operandi has up until now been plagued by the limitations 
of any venue, seat assignment or perhaps where in the pit you are squeezed into!  Frankly your personal 
concert experience is plagued by numerous factors.  Until now.  

Introduction
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What if you could hear the music direct from the PA board, mixed for your personal listening pleasure just 
like any artist or band intended? 

And what if you could wear your über expensive headphones whilst at the concert and get the ultimate 
aural concert experience uninhibited by seat, venue limitation or a screaming fan?   And let’s take the 
experience even further.  What if you wanted to hear more of the vocals, or were a budding guitarist 
interested in the chord progressions?  Or perhaps you just wanted to buy the song you were listening to?  

All this and more are offered by the VIP SOUND app, the first of its kind to integrate available technology 
with a proprietary system that allows user defined preferences to create the unique immersive live event.

Overview
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Case study assumption – detailed steps for the first time user:
①  The User arrives at a venue and logs into the venue’s network.  It’s quick, simple and password-free.
②  The User downloads the VIP SOUND app.  It’s free & via an e-commerce partner (iTunes).
③  The User sets a username and password, and then is connected to the app.
④  From a home menu page, the User is given three options “SHOWTIME”, “MERCH”, “TICKETS”
⑤  Let’s suppose the entertainment has yet to begin, the merch table has a long wait, and the User 

wants to purchase a t-shirt.  The User chooses the “MERCH” menu button and is taken direct to the 
artist-specific page (via an e-commerce partner hyperlink such as Live Nation) - where he or she can purchase a 
multitude of merchandizing options in addition to the t-shirt.  A key function asset since venue merch 
tables have limited size availability, and cannot carry the range of items easily seen on-line.

⑥  The music is about to begin.  From the home menu, the User selects the “SHOWTIME” button and is 
taken to the “NOW PLAYING” page. The User puts on his or her headphones and engagement is on!

⑦  Once on “NOW PLAYING”, the User is given two options – “LIVE MIX” and “CUSTOM MIX”.   The 
“LIVE MIX” button takes the User to the free direct feed from the mixing board and the “CUSTOM 
MIX” button takes the User to the proprietary VIP SOUND equalizer, an in-app purchase at 99 cents 
(collected via e-commerce partner such as iTunes).  On all three pages – “NOW PLAYING”, “LIVE MIX” & 
“CUSTOM MIX” – the specific song that is being performed is detailed – with a further option to 
purchase a recorded version of that song through an e-commerce partner (iTunes).  Once the in-app 
purchase for one song has been initiated, access to the “CUSTOM MIX” functionality is good for the 
duration of that event.  For detailed page “LIVE MIX” & “CUSTOM MIX” options see respective slides 
on their functionality.

⑧  Last but not least, the third option on the home menu is the “TICKET” button which allows User (via an 
e-commerce partner hyperlink such as Ticketmaster) to purchase tickets for upcoming shows whether it be for 
the same artist or similar artists suggested via the e-commerce partner algorithm. 5	

How does the app work?



Letting technology work for us is key...

Each Venue will be equipped with the VIP SOUND ‘custom built’ dedicated audio server.  Since all of the 
leading manufacturers of live mixing consoles allow for an ‘AUX’ output, this feed (either mono or stereo) 
connects direct into the VIP SOUND audio server.  There, encoding and compression occur before 
streaming to the pre-existing venue network infrastructure which vastly reduces common issues with 
sound latency. 

To recap, Users log in to the wireless network, download the app onto their phones, iPad or network 
device and suddenly premium sound access is at their fingertips!

Innovation



LINK TO E-COMMERCE 
PARTNER.

GOTO “NOW PLAYING”

LINK TO E-COMMERCE 
PARTNER. 

App Architecture*
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“Now Playing” – LIVE MIX
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Sci-Fi Bass – imagine if Darth Vader swallowed a tuba
Groove Bass - HipHop territory where tom drums and kick drums party hard with James Earl Jones!

Meaty Bass - where the body of an instrument hangs out and deep vocals drink late
Midcity Metal - not a place to hang out, where mediocrity manifests. Best left alone.

Fear No Ear – a sweet spot for clarity, consonances and comfort zones
In the zone - the garden of Eden, a boost brings presence, backing off opens everything up.

Excalibur - where vibrance and clarity reside. Raising things here brings intangible shimmerings.
7th Heaven - the bottom register brings subjectivity, too much brings in synthesized angels!

SAMPLE 
PULLDOWN 

LIST OF 
GENRE 

PRESETS

USER FRIENDLY 
DESCRIPTIONS

“Now Playing” – CUSTOM MIX - LANDSCAPE MODE 
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Fundamentally, ambience is the key to the immersive experience.  The VIP SOUND app wholeheartedly 
embraces this with the inclusion of the “VIBE” button.  A user choice option that uniquely feeds in venue 
ambience to compliment the premium sound feed. From the cheers to the screams, this function is yet 
another unequivocal nod toward the VIP SOUND app’s dedication to a total user experience. 

Additionally, this functionality becomes a predominant asset for other business and/or entertainment 
sector usage where for instance the bounce of a ball or squeak of a sneaker on a basketball court will 
enhance every moment with instant intrigue and appeal.

“Vibe” - The Best Feeling Ever Button
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Your own auditory input is what makes  the VIP SOUND app all the more personal and enjoyable. The  
VIP SOUND equalizer allows any user to customize the perfect individual mix or choose from curated 
presets. Much more than  just turning up the treble or bass in the live mix option, the VIP SOUND  
equalizer manipulates the incoming streamed sound frequencies with sliders that allow adjustment on the 
HZ and dB scales.  Whether analog or digital, an equalizer or the “EQ” is used to affect different elements 
of sound to achieve an end result that appeals to the listener. Playing with an equalizer is the key to 
sound success especially at concerts and live events where errant  and uncontrollable ambient noise 
directly impacts any listening experience.
 
A Quick 101 of Equalizing* details that an equalizer allows any user to dial  in the sound that suits 
them best, whether they’re looking for more punch, a warmer sound or a bass that brings out the hair 
on  your ear lobes. At best an equalizer manipulates frequencies (hz)  and volume (dB) for distinct 
sound.   

HZ or Hertz Frequencies are essentially vibrations that we visualize as waves moving up and down at 
different speeds. The faster the move, the higher the pitch.   Bass frequencies move very slowly and 
treble frequencies move very fast.  Every pitch is measured in units of HZ (hertz). Basically HZ measures 
how many times a wave goes up and down in a second, so if a wave moves up and down 50 times in a 
second it is calculated as 50hz. The range of human hearing is from 20hz to roughly 20,000hz but the 
meat of music in your ears really focuses on frequencies between 60hz-4000hz.  However, there are also 
sounds called overtones which exist in the 10,000hz-14,000hz range and although not naturally picked 
up by our ears, do have an effect on overall sound when manipulated by an equalizer on the treble end.  

User Experience

*	source:	h4p://www.digitaltrends.com/home-theater/eq-explainer/		
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dBs or Decibels are the unit of measurement for the intensity of a frequency wave.  In short it is all about 
volume level or loudness.  It is important to know that a small dB adjustment can have a big effect on the 
overall sound, hence a 5-10db change represents a dramatic increase or decrease.

In practice, any professional sound engineer will advise the first thing to try is to decrease the level of a 
frequency as opposed to  increase it, but that expanding too many  frequencies can make the music 
sound muddled.   Furthermore, any change to one  frequency will affect how all the frequencies  interact 
with each other.    SOUND VIP will steer the user experience with  targeted SLIDER adjustments based 
upon genre which can be further manipulated for personal presets.

User Experience

*	source:	h4p://www.digitaltrends.com/home-theater/eq-explainer/		
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•  Build a prototype VIP SOUND dedicated 
encoding server

•  Design User Interface & Graphics for iOS 
version

•  Complete the coding for the following 
features:
•  Live Streaming and latency resolution
•  3 Level Equalizer
•  Auto populated song details of the 

current song

Development – PHASE 1 : Proof of Concept Server & App Design
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•  App Design : Refine User Interface & Graphics & incorporation of VIBE button
•  Proprietary Manufacturing of 10 VIP SOUND Servers
•  Coding for the Customizable Equalizer & Presets
•  Music Business Market Expansion Strategy with Brand & Tech partners
•  Marketing & PR : Social Media Campaign with Brand Ambassadors
•  Initiate and action BETA testing events
•  Secure key E-Commerce partners 
•  Patent application, copyright and legal advancement.

Development – PHASE 2 : Migration of App to BETA testing
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•  INNOVATION : Continue to refine App Functionality and create Android 
version

•  TECH SUPPORT : Resolve any known bugs and issue patches
•  BUSINESS : Additional Brand Partners National & Global
•  EXPANSION – National & Global
•  DIVERSIFICATION – ancillary markets, new business exploitation 

Development – PHASE 3 : Sustained R&D, Market Release & App Maintenance
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VIP SOUND is another crucial step forward toward cultivating an immersive experience within the 
existence of current trends and expectations.  It is an app that will become pervasive globally where 
event sound is broadcast live.  It’s responsibility will be social, environmental and endless.

In the worldwide music business alone, it’s impact will reverberate (pun intended) across technical, 
financial and immersive platforms. 

From huge brand partnerships with potential headphone manufacturers such as Beats, Sony or Skull 
Candy to prospective networking ties with wireless providers such as AT&T, Verizon or T-Mobile to 
promising e-commerce collaborations with Apple, Live Nation and Ticketmaster, the VIP SOUND 
app will innovate and rejuvenate the user experience.

Advertising opportunity will be infused organically throughout the entire app architecture allowing in-
app purchases (from custom mix, song purchase, merchandize, ticket sales), banner ads (for ancillary 
brand promotion, subscription services, digital content) to user defined social networking opportunities 
(phase 4 development functionality).  Additionally, user-consent data will further enhance demographic 
and sales resources for future app enhancement and third party up-sell and cross-sell. Conclusively, 
long-term profitability is inherent.

Dollars & Sense  - The Potential
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The eight year-old Mobile App Business is maturing fast and undoubtedly a prominent player in the 
current tech economy. Mobile App revenue is powered by three models – paid, in-app purchase and 
advertising.  Overall revenue figures for 2015 are projected to grow from $45.37B to $76.52B in 2017, 
with in-app purchases reaching $28.9 billion by 2017. The in-app purchase share of total app revenue 
is projected to hit 48.2% in 2017.  

With handheld device innovation for both iOS and Android on a constant ascent - such as bigger 
screens for new kinds of apps - all roads lead to open channels of economic potential. Consequently, 
more device activation results in more downloads and hence higher app revenue.

The App Business Sector*

http://www.businessofapps.com/app-revenue-statistics/
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The “Live” Music Business

2014 was a $20 billion banner year for live music.  Without exception 2015 has continued in the five year 
growth path that includes expanded festivals with top-drawer lineups and such live superstars as U2, 
Taylor Swift, AC/DC, Ariana Grande and One Direction.  There is a continuous healthy cross-section from 
pop to country to rock to EDM, and this trend feeds on itself with diverse audiences now going to live 
shows on an accelerated and repeat schedule.  

Audiences are soaking up each live event, demanding more from the venue, more from the artist and 
spending more to indulge in the full immersive concert-going experience.  Merchandizing and concession 
sales are through the roof and brand partnership visibility at any venue is standard and expected.  All this 
despite the continued artist dissatisfaction with streaming platforms that undermine music sales.  

Categorically, proof lies in data.  So let’s examine 2014 analytics…
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Live Event Analytics

In the following 9 slides data is available for:

o  2014 Top 25 Touring Revenues for ticket sales and attendees
o  2014 Top 25 Global Tour Promoters
o  2014 Top 10 Global Festivals
o  2014 Top 10 Global Stadium Venues
o  2014 Top 10 National Amphitheaters
o  2014 Top 15,000+ seat venues
o  2014 Top 10,000 to 15,000 seat venues
o  2014 Top 5,000 to 10,000 seat venues
o  2014 Top 5,000 or less seat venues 

The key column to keep note of is the staggering number of attendees.  This is the core of the potential 
consumer target for VIP SOUND.  It’s built in, it’s functional, it’s relevant.  Quite frankly, it is a remarkable 
commodity that will continue to grow exponentially each year with technology, social media advancement 
and increased venue development.  Conclusively, as mentioned in the overview, this is just one business 
sector that demonstrates the economic potential for others.
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2014 Top 25 Touring Statistics (courtesy of Billboard)
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2014 Top 25 Promoters (courtesy of Billboard)
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2014 Top 10 Global Festivals (courtesy of Billboard)
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2014 Top 10 Global Stadium Venues (courtesy of Billboard)
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2014 Top 10 National Amphitheaters (courtesy of Billboard)
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2014 Top 15,000+ seat Venues (courtesy of Billboard)
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2014 Top 10,000 to 15,000 seat Venues (courtesy of Billboard)
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2014 Top 5,000 to 10,000 seat Venues (courtesy of Billboard)
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2014 Top 5,000  or less seat Venues (courtesy of Billboard)
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Marketing Strategy

Undoubtedly the the key to success for VIP SOUND is an enhanced auditory experience; present, 
immersive and stimulating.  Because each experience will be unique, there will be no limitations, only a 
flow of expectation for further functionality which will ultimately drive app usage, in-app sales and 
increased marketability. 

Brand partners from tour promoters to venue owners will be valuable in all aspects of app usage, from 
accessibility to embracing technology to mutual experience profitability.  Classically, it will be a team effort 
but one that brings immense rewards fiscally and emotionally.  These partner relationships will be 
critically important.

Pricing strategy is determined by market value/expectancy. The in-app purchase method is an advantage 
and has outgrown the paid app.  VIP SOUND will be free to download and users will be be able to utilize 
the “LIVE MIX” function and then with an in-app purchase of just 99cents (US), users can then access 
the “CUSTOM MX” option. 

Primary marketing activity will reside in a combination of in-app purchase, organic banner advertising and 
3rd party paid impressions.  Strategic alliances with brands will enhance the user interface experience 
and maintain the integrity of the number one objective for an unrivalled premium sound experience.

Initial launch propaganda will be complimented by brand partner consumer reach and traditional pr 
channels including but not limited to industry endorsements and substantial media coverage. 
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SWOT	Template	

•  First to market
•  Built In Audience
•  Growth Potential
•  Immersive Value
•  Technology
•  Patent Pending

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

SWOT Analysis

•  Engagement
•  Network dependency
•  Venue responsibility

•  Global Expansion
•  Additional Business Sector
•  Monetization
•  Strategic Cross Branding
•  Promotion of live music

•  Legal/licensing
•  patent approval
•  Competing apps after 

market introduction



Financial Worth

PRE-REVENUE VALUATION*

In assessing the pre-revenue valuation of VIP SOUND let’s consider the following factors:
o  The demand for state-of-the-art apps which is prevalent
o  The unique business sector where the app will exist and proliferate
o  The potential app user and specifically the engagement feasibility of built in consumer pools
o  The market value of music apps and competitive apps – the latter of which none currently exist 
o  The exponential growth curve of the app when released to market in one business sector and then 

multiple

Of the top 5 valued global apps, two are dedicated music streaming platforms – Spotify and Pandora.  
Both apps deal with the demand for music but not for the sound quality of such preferential music.  Both 
are primarily free-mium platforms with paid subscription options that offer user customization and ad-
blocking.  Notwithstanding these factors, their combined value is close to $3 billion.  Evidently music is in 
huge, continuous demand, with the user experience paramount to success.  

On May 28,2014 Apple agreed to buy subscription streaming music service Beats Music and Beats 
Electronics, which makes headphones, speakers, and audio software, for a valuation of $3 billion. This 
acquisition, by far the largest in company’s history, allows Apple to enter into the streaming music service 
market, as consumers’ music listening preferences have started to change. 
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Financial Worth

PRE-REVENUE VALUATION continued

According to a recent report from the Wall Street Journal that cites people familiar with the matter, Apple 
has now purchased UK-based startup company Semetric. Semetric provides an analytics tool with which 
artists and music labels can understand how a music service is being used. 

Clearly, Apple is looking to enhance its Beats subscription service to better compete in the growing music 
streaming market.  According to a report from Statista that cites Nielsen data, on-demand audio music 
and on-demand video music have seen tremendous growth in the last year.   This is the main reason why 
Apple was first interested in Beats and then Semetric. Aside from Apple, the potential of the music 
streaming market has attracted other big players such as Amazon and Google. 

February 2015 saw UK-based music discovery company Shazam Entertainment valued at $1 billion. 
Investors have poured in $30 million for a 3% stake in the company. Shazam is a popular mobile app that 
works on Apple iOS, Google, Android, and the Microsoft (MSFT) Windows Phone platforms.

Whilst the $1 billion valuation for Shazam may be surprising considering the company earned only 31 
million British pounds in 2013, it’s testament to the irrepressible potential of user dominated music 
consumption and clear indication for the demand for quality sound. 
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App Development Costs

A three phase development schedule will be initiated, and is detailed in the next three slides which 
include start-up costs, BETA testing and year one maintenance.  The objective is to test proof of concept 
in Q1 of 2016 and segue directly into BETA testing in time for key event possibilities in Q2. Momentum for 
Q3 and Q4 will prevail following the results determined from Phases 1 & 2.
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TIMELINE - 4 Weeks (month 1)

Phase 1 Costs

Project Breakdown ESTIMATE Total
TEAM MEMBERS
Project Lead 4 wks 2,000$ 8,000$ 
Network Engineer/Consultant 1 wks 2,100$ 2,100$ 
Web Developer 2 wks 2,100$ 4,200$ 
App Developer 3 wks 2,300$ 6,900$ 
Graphic / UI Designer 3 wks 2,000$ 6,000$ 
HARDWARE
Audio Server 1 pc 2,000$ 2,000$ 
SOFTWARE
Apple Development Fees 1 pc 100$ 100$ 
App Hosting 2 mo 350$ 700$ 
TESTING
Facility / Venue 1 test 3,000$ 3,000$ 
Sound 1 test 1,000$ 1,000$ 
Sound Tech 1 test 1,000$ 1,000$ 
TOTAL 35,000$ 

Sound VIP Projected INITIAL Development Cost
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TIMELINE - 8 Weeks (month 2 & 3)

Phase 2 Costs

Project Breakdown ESTIMATE Total
TEAM MEMBERS
Project Lead 8 wks 2,000$ 16,000$ 
Chief Marketing Officer 3 mo 20,000$ 60,000$ 
PR Representative 8 wks 1,500$ 12,000$ 
Network Engineer/Consultant 4 wks 2,100$ 8,400$ 
Web Developer 8 wks 2,100$ 16,800$ 
App Developer 8 wks 2,300$ 18,400$ 
Graphic / UI Designer 2 wks 2,000$ 4,000$ 
HARDWARE
Audio Server 10 pc 2,000$ 20,000$ 
GENERAL EXPENCES
App/Web Hosting 4 mo 350$ 1,400$ 
Office Space 3 mo 1,500$ 3,000$ 
LEGAL
General Legal Fees 4 wks 1,500$ 6,000$ 
Patent - Look Up / Draft / Sumissions 1 est 10,000$ 10,000$ 
Copyright Submissions 1 est 1,000$ 1,000$ 
TESTING
Facility / Venue 1 test 3,000$ 3,000$ 
Sound 1 test 1,000$ 1,000$ 
Sound Tech 1 test 1,000$ 1,000$ 
TOTAL $182,000

Sound VIP Projected BETA Development Cost
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TIMELINE – Year 1 (month 3-12)
Costs Monthly

Project Breakdown ESTIMATE Total
TEAM MEMBERS
Project Lead 1 mo 8,000$ 8,000$ 
Chief Marketing Officer 1 mo 20,000$ 20,000$ 
PR Representative 1 mo 6,000$ 6,000$ 
Network Engineer 1 mo 8,400$ 8,400$ 
Web Developer 1 mo 8,400$ 8,400$ 
App Developer 1 mo 9,200$ 9,200$ 
Graphic / UI Designer 1 mo 4,000$ 4,000$ 
Social Media Coordinator 1 mo 6,000$ 6,000$ 
GENERAL EXPENCES
Office Space 1 mo 6,000$ 6,000$ 
Accounting Fees 1 mo 4,000$ 4,000$ 
Audio Server 1 pc 2,000$ 2,000$ 
App/Web Hosting 1 mo 400$ 400$ 
TOTAL 82,400$ 

Sound VIP Projected Sustained R&D Cost

Phase 3 Costs
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Creator of VIP SOUND 
Marc Benardout

The Team

An award-winning Producer/Director with over 30 years experience in 
the Entertainment Industry.  Dedicated to innovation and technology and 
the convergence of content, Marc has been involved globally in all 
aspects of media creation through film, television and music content.  A 
huge music fan and concert goer, VIP SOUND was borne out of Marc’s 
desire to get a more fulfilling auditory experience.

Project Leader
Tegan Arnold

Technical team lead day to day. Has been involved in 2 tech based 
start-ups in the last 3 years.

Network Supervisor
Derek Zavada

Financial Management
Mark Asire

Mark is a partner of Star Business Management Int’l, Inc.  He has over 
20 years of business management experience and has extensive 
experience in strategic entity structuring, tax planning, investment 
planning and cash management.

Audio Consultant 
Jim Ebdon

CMO
Christopher Cope

Chris' marketing experience covers a wide breadth of disciplines including 
print, promotion and online, in industries including travel, studio 
productions, wines and music via artist management.   His career spans 
25+ plus years in marketing and sales focused on demographic-based 
marketing strategies with heavy emphasis on co-branding, strategic 
partnerships and e-commerce marketing utilizing analytics to optimize 
program effectiveness. 
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Veteran LA-based front of house and studio engineer (Aerosmith, 
Annie Lennox, Matchbox Twenty, Maroon 5). Advisor to VIP SOUND, 
on the technical aspects of sound during the processes of streaming, 
mixing, and reproduction. 

App Developer & Web Developer
TBD

Programmer focusing solely on shepherding the mobile application with 
the front end of the VIP SOUND servers.  Both IOS and Android.

VP Marketing & Sales
John Carlin

A veteran Sports and Marketing specialist, John is a founding member 
of the Jimmy Kimmel Live Show, heading up the talent, integrations 
and marketing team.  John’s connections and industry status is second 
to none.

Derek’s experience spans numerous levels across the filed of audio and 
visual network streaming, specializing in heavy content flow both up 
and down the pipelines.



Executive Summary

Company Overview:
VIP SOUND was borne out of a passion for live music and a frustration that both seat allocation and 
sound quality would be directly affected unless you were a VIP!  A solution was needed, one that was 
organic and did not cost thousands of dollars.  Clearly controlling seat allocation was going to be 
impossible unless you were a celebrity. Therefore the impetus was to strive for the perfect sound 
experience, one that was not affected by seat choice, nor the sound system quality of a venue.  There 
was only one option, to get the sound direct from the stage and stream it to everyone personally, into their 
ears through headphones.  Not only would this be innovation, this would be immersion.  A sensory 
experience unrivalled and one that any artist would want his or her fan to receive.  And so VIP SOUND 
was conceived, harnessing existing technology and promising live event individual sound clarity not yet 
achieved until now. 

Goals & Objectives:
The VIP SOUND app will revolutionize and enhance the live event experience.  It will educate and 
innovate, and bring a conscience to sound safety and quality.  Ultimately, any live event across any 
business sector will be able to benefit from the assets of VIP SOUND.

Vision & Mission:
It’s very clear that the responsibility for immersive experiences in our lives must be visceral and 
memorable.  Technology has the power to connect the tangible to the individual and continue to bring 
functionality to our lives.  VIP SOUND embraces the need for mass communication through sound with 
quality and the obligation that the quality be entirely controllable by any individual hence maximizing the 
potential of the user experience.
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For further information please contact:
Marc Benardout
Birthmarc Inc.

marc@birthmarc.com
323.697.8154

© 2015 Birthmarc Inc

Legal Representation: 
Phil Daniels, Ginsburg Daniels LLP

Penthouse Suite, 9300 Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

310-274-3210
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